MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

13th Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF YOU
MODULE THIRTEEN : THE MOTHER OF TRANSFORMATION

13th Mother
THE VORTEX OF TRANSFORMATION

INTRODUCTION
Congratulations! Well Done Magical Lady!
You have completed your first MotherQuest. You have arrived not only at the
end of your first round of Awakening to sacred but into the space of change
that exists between the rounds of MotherQuest and between the mothers
themselves.
You have arrived in the terrain of the 13th Mother - the conceptual and
liminal space that holds the change aspects of YOURSELF.
The 13th Mother is YOU in your own vortex of TRANSFORMATION.

This transcendent space is the swirling spiral within the MotherQuest Wheel.
This is the mother between mothers and the space between times, and it is
here that your soul rests when she is changing.
The 13th Mother is a dimension of free will, choice and alteration. In the
centre of the wheel that is the MotherQuest spiral, is a vast womb of sacred
feminine potentiality. It travels in and down as well as up and out.
As the 13th Mother spirals downward, she moves into your authentic self
through the layers of self, soul and spirit and becomes the inner path of your
embodied Mystic. She also spirals outward, helping you to express your
sovereignty through your layers of ego, personality and defences. This
becomes your outer path, the path of our Sacred Warrioress.
Neither direction is more right than the other; they are all simply expressions
of your divine humanity. You will find that the 13th Mother holds you
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whenever you no longer know yourself, not in the same sense as Lost Mother,
but more like a change in gears when you find yourself having to change
how you portray or express yourself.
Or if and when you find that an old way of doing you doesn't work any more
and you are called to be more authentic or soulful. The 13th Mother is also
with you when you are in situations where or less deep and more topside
worldly. Her sacred teachings echo the wisdom of Anna Davidovich :
"With whom, how much and when".

Your sacred discernment tool of self-defining mastery.
When the 13th Mother arrives in your world, your soul wants you to know
that now is not the time for making decisions. It's not the time for seeking, or
journeying but instead, it is time for you to be aware of how you have just
been in, are in or about to go into radical and fundamental, transformational
change. You are in the process of shifting paradigms.
The way forward is not clear yet. All pieces are not in place.
So hold tight beautiful woman and allow yourself to be in the unknown and
the shifting. Celebrate exactly where you are and all that you have learnt,
shifted and opened during your MotherQuest. Very soon, the way will
become clear and your next step will become known.
Take whatever time you need.
Honour the places where other people's truth or teachings no longer serve
you. Be honest about what you really do need right now, and give it to
yourself completely. You have the capacity to change at any moment. You
also now have more knowledge and tools to be who you really are. a Divine
being doing Life in a womanly body.
Only you will be able to hear what your soul wants you to do. It's time to
stop, rest and become still.
The truth of this soul territory is

Transformation

Congratulations, Beautiful One.
Your MotherQuest is awake and alive within you.
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How to use the 13 Mothers

IN TIMES OF STRUGGLE REMEMBER YOUR WISDOM
CONNECT & CENTRE YOURSELF IN THE SACRED (13 Mothers the sacred within you)

Say your prayers invoke the Divine; call in the strength & love of your Motherline (BoneMother)
Ground yourself in your body and become a Sacred Vessel (cauldron)
Become aware that you are in your ShadowLands
2. CHOOSE TO BE KIND (Heart Mother)

To everyone including yourself and your body. Remember your emotional / energetic
boundaries
Do not revert to sad or bad behaviour. Take 100% responsibility for your victim position.
3. COME INTO PRESENT MOMENT (Being Mother)

Don’t let any part of your past determine how you perceive and act right now
4. DRAW A LINE IN THE SAND (Death Mother)

Check in with your fearful or anxious self, know that this situation is impermanent
5. REMEMBER WHO YOU TRULY ARE

A whole woman & in her feminine power
Set your intention (to do things differently) :
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6. Remember your Commitments

i) Feel the pain in your body, own it. Choose to interrupt all violence with peace
(Peace Mother)
ii) Listen to your body’s wisdom especially your intuition (Wise Mother)
iii) Forgive everyone including yourself. Awaken to a new capacity / potential
(Space Mother)
iv) Take full disciplined responsibility for your Joy (Joy Mother)
7. BECOME THE FIERCE BODHISATTVA IN LOVING JUSTICE FOR ALL

(Fierce Mother)

Acknowledge the gremlin/dynamic that is at play (the stress/pain that is
causing the behaviour insecurity, jealousy, disowned vulnerability etc)
Forgive them they know not what they do AND choose NOT to react/play the
pattern/role you are being pulled into. Choose when to pick up the sword
(Fierce Mother) speak your truth with love for all

8. MOVE ON (Creation Mother)

Acknowledge that new life has started and move on from the incident
9. DEBRIEF YOUR BIG FEELINGS WITH SOMEONE YOU LOVE (Lost Mother)

Make room for big feelings and the not knowing
Integrate the change in your whole life by allowing & embracing the change
without getting stuck in a story.
10. STAY SACRED AND BE THE PRIESTESS OF YOUR WORLD

(Home Mother)

Keep making meaning and love out of this situation even while at home
until the Spiral of your MotherQuest begins again
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13th MOTHER'S

Rings of Wisdom

ENTERING THE VOID
MotherQuest has four layers of teaching and while each layer sits in a sequence
of deepening, no layer is more superior to the other. These layers also meet the
four different aspects of self that the 13th Mother holds in her wisdom tools.
In this 'mandala' you meet not a series of quests, but the layers of self you will
move through as you awaken and deepen your relationship to sacredness :
Your Mask, your Ego, your Soul and your Spirit.
The awakening work wakes up the real you and starts the separation process
between the masks you wear and your authentic self. In the work of the
Shadowlands, the shadow aspect of each wisdom mandala meets your ego
and helps you let go of your childhood formulated view of the world while
supporting your maturation into spiritual adulthood.
The Mystery Keeping work celebrates your embodied soul and provides the
teachings that nourish and celebrate the golden truth within you. The universal
Wisdom Truths of MotherQuest champion the Divine love and spirit within you
and lead you home through oneness to an everyday path of enlightenment.
The void, once a scary empty feeling in your belly
and heart is actually the inner call of your
soul to for you to come home to the
the wild spirit within you. Your mask
blocks your ears and keeps
you spiritually asleep.
Your ego makes you
fear anything that
would create
more love,
especially
soul love
because
that is the
type of love
that will cause
your ego to dissolve
and disappear. MotherQuest
is the spiral path that leads you
down and in, home to the wonder
and mystery alive and thriving within you.
The journey continues as much as you allow.
The most magical parts of you are found within you.
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RINGS OF WISDOM

1

Your MASK
Your mask is the many identities that you portray yourself to be so that you
can receive approval, recognition, safety or love from a source outside of
yourself. Your mask is also a face or a persona you 'wear' to fit in,(or not fit in,),
be liked or somehow distract people away from the real you.
Our mask is our social face or a way of behaving most women learn around
the time of their menarche. Its a learnt way of behaving that distracts people
away from your real self. If your truest self is a precious baby queen in the
sanctum of a throne room, your mask is like the moat that has a special
magical or scary way of stopping scary people from getting too close.
The problem with your mask is that if you wear it too long it becomes fixed
to you. Left unchecked for too many years and you even forget about how
precious that baby queen (now grown up and left abandoned) really feels. It
is through the awakening level of Motherquest that we start to dissolve the
gunk that keeps our mask glued to our real self and its the quests that start
the work of peeling our masks off and coming home to the real you.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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RINGS OF WISDOM

2

Your EGO
Your Ego is the necessary self-defining consciousness that enables you to
know who you are and to be you. We all have an ego and for the first half
of our life, it's our sacred task to authenticate our ego and make it whole.
It is our egos that enables us to know where we end and another starts,
our ego helps us navigate our 3D world, it's our ego that lets us
understand who we individually are. It is our ego's edges that help us
makes sense of this world and keep ourselves safe.
Except that the safety our ego creates is safety built around emotional
defences and our child view of the world. Our ego from the age of 33
onwards needs to be transcended as our soul awakens at this age and it is
Her wisdom that lets us truly become whom we are born to be. It is the
dissolving of our ego's rules and definition of safety that allows us to
become the authentic expression of our soul.
In MotherQuest our ego rules our Shadowlands. The ego wants to trip us
up and leads us back into our topside, externally defined self because to
travel deeper into the gold of your soul's world, your ego is made
redundant. She is not needed any more.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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RINGS OF WISDOM

Your SOUL

3

Your Soul is the unique weaving of all your wisdom from all your lifetimes.
Your soul is the unique outer identity that sits around your Spirit. She is
your gateway home to the Divine Beloved within you. It is your Soul and
her deep unfathomable majesty that we seek and return to in our
MotherQuests. Our aim is to embody her, that is to bring her Light, ability
to Love unconditionally, her wisdom and her wonderment into every cell
of your human female body
Nestled only in sacred love, your soul only holds the memories or imprints
of your wounding. In truth the unresolved trauma, wounding, memories
of past lifetimes are your Karma - your work, for this lifetime. Your soul
holds it all. She also holds the wisdom you have gained, the wonderment
you have known and the contracts you are here to fulfil.
In MotherQuest the golden Truth of our wisdom mandalas are rooted in
the language and majesty of sacred feminine wisdom. It is the power
aspect of every Mother that unfurls the beauty of your embodied soul, so
she can be all that she is ~ resplendently.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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RINGS OF WISDOM

Your SPIRIT

4

Your Spirit is the part of you that is always at home, snuggled into the
oneness that is Divine Love. Your spark of Spirit is the brilliant truth of your
oneness with Divinity. You are God in all her glorious wonderment. You are
Light. You are Love. You are perfect whole and complete. You are also no
longer the you, you know yourself to be. You are God with no separation or
lens of self-identification. You are everyone and everyone and everything is
you.
Your Spirit is your direct connection with God. It is also your life force, your
breath and your unique vibration of light and sound. You can draw on your
Spirit and the higher vibrations of your conscious anytime through prayer,
meditation, presence and wonderment. Your Spirit is the emanation of you
that creates miracles. It is this part of your truest self that you meet in the
Universal Wisdom of all spiritual paths, including MotherQuest.
Here you know no other, you only and always know every other being as an
extension of your real self. This is the part of you that is home in love and
enlightenment.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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THE

MOTHERQUEST

Spiral

"Sometimes the most ordinary step in the right direction
ends up being the most miraculous step of your life."
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I Belong
I remember who stands behind me

I am kind
To everyone including myself

I am in the present
This is where my Queendom is

I Surrender to what IS
Love is underneath everything

I am the peace
I go deeper than the conflict story

I am the wisdom
I connect to the Earth and her gnosis within me

I am Authentic
I am open to the limitlessness of who I really am

I am committed to being Joy
I am the bliss, love and intimacy I seek

I stand strong protecting all innocence
Without anger or righteousness

I create my sacred world
I say Yes! and ask for the help and union I desire

I trust in Faith
And dive into the Mystery that supports me

I am home in the sacredness inside myself
It’s all my choice Love or fear, outer validation or inner connection
I am the woman I was born to be
My wisdom is within me

MOTHERQUEST MANIFESTO
© 2020 LHAMO

THE NEXT STEP

Going Deeper
HOMECOMING TO SOUL
Would you like to expereince a spiritual
retreat in your own home? Would you like to
be held and guided as you discover the
magnificent rapyure and wonderment of the
mysticism of your embodied soul. Do you
want expereince what it is like to drink from
the wonderment of the Divine within you?
Then come home to the beauty of your soul

ANCESTRESSY
gifted to Lhamo in a direct transmission from
her Great Grandmother, Ancestressy is the
healing gift from her motherline to yours.
With powerful insight, exacting tools and
powerful ritual you will learn how to heal the
love and wisdom of your maternal lineage
seven generations forwards and backwards in
time. A seven-week online program.

PERSONAL SESSIONS
If you feel called to continue your
MotherQuest journey and would love extra
support, nurturing and compassionate
insight, then book in your personal sessions
with Lhamo. Drawing thirty years of her own
sacred journey work plus twenty years as a
somatic psychotherapist, your growth and
transformational change is guaranteed.

...

DANCING IN THE SHADOWLANDS
In MotherQuest we view our shadow as the part of our wholeness, the truth of our
loveliness, that has become trapped in outdated, erroneous beliefs that keep us small,
fearful and unable to operate at our full loving potential.
In simple terms, our shadow aspects, or gremlins, are our lost childlike parts that have
become so hurt, angry and disowned that they have become feral, toxic and nasty. They are
not the truth of who we are, they are just very believable and sneaky bad behaviours that
have become habitual.
Our shadow gremlins are the pernicious, self-deprecating and debilitating voices in our
head. They are also the fear-driven behaviours that occur when our clear thinking becomes
skewed. Like when we entertain feelings of hatred, cruelty, revenge, cynicism, injustice and
other charming messes, towards ourselves and others.
All shadow gremlins exist in the misty murky land of closed hearts and hatred. They spring
to life whenever we forget that we are Love, Loved, Lovers and Loving.
Our Shadowland is the fear-driven fog of lies and delusion that hides the golden loveliness
of our soul. Without penetrating the fog and dissipating it, we are never able to stay in our
sacred feminine power.
Shadows themselves do not exist, they are only formless shades, but they can feel VERY
real. Within family systems, relationships, tribal collectives and governments they can wreak
havoc. Our gremlins can feel like energetic blobs or entities and the more fear there is
around them, the more powerful they can get.
They also get bigger the longer they are pushed into the dark. Why?
Because they want your attention. Why?
Because they want you to learn from them so you can release them.
This is the work we do in Dancing in the Shadowlands.
It is not possible to grow our consciousness and ‘awaken’ without creating more Light in
our lives. And it is not possible to grow in our light without creating situations that will
illuminate our own shadow. Anytime we are in Self-righteousness, Self-judgement, Selfdeprecation, Self-sabotage or Denial we have work, not drama, to do.
It is then that the great liberation work of shadow busting begins.
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INTRODUCING
DANCING IN THE

Shadowlands
- 10 MONTH ONLINE PROGRAM Commencing June 2021

UNIVERSAL
WISDOM

Learn how to deeply live the
sacred wisdom of MotherQuest
without getting stuck in your
sabotage patterns and fears

GET STARTED

Click here to learn more: dancing-in-the-shadowlands/

Final thoughts
Your MotherQuest continues ...
Awakening to Sacred was a fast deep dive and
hopefully, by now, you know that YOUR OWN
TIMING is the PERFECT WAY to experience
MotherQuest.
Maybe you only got this round halfway. Maybe
you are only on Mama One. Maybe you've
arrived at the end of this round and know you
really only skimmed it. If so, don't worry.
Awakening

to

Sacred

is

yours

forever.

Congratulations on getting this far!
We run Awakening to Sacred every year on the
Spring and Autumnal Equinoxes, in March and

September every year as a thirteen-week
journey. And, for graduates, that's you, there is
an option in March to rejoin and experience
this work as a six-month deepening. It's the
same work at a slightly slower pace.
By joining the Graduate Journey, you will also
have the opportunity to dive into a 3-day
Sadhana each Mandala, where you commit to
one of the Quests and report back your
experience. This is perfect for accountability
types. Our Graduate Journey is a softer, gentler
journey; sign up here if you would like to join.

Retake AWAKENING
TO SACRED

RE-JOIN HERE
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A FINAL CHECKLIST
MOTHERQUEST WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with all your MotherQuest's and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

BONE MAMA
HEART MAMA
BEING MAMA
DEATH MAMA
PEACE MAMA
WISE MAMA
SPACE MAMA
JOY MAMA
FIERCE MAMA
CREATION MAMA
LOST MAMA
HOME MAMA
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MEET
THE

Author

Lhamo is a Minister, Sacred Feminine Priestess
and a reluctant teacher of spirituality in a time
where spiritual branding has hijacked the grace,
wonder and depth of what is truly required to live
a meaning rich and mystical life.
MotherQuest is her purpose, her path of exacting
self-transformation and her soul gift to you.
Married to her soul mate Pete, Lhamo is mama to
two red-haired teenagers and an assortment of
fur and creative babies.

"MotherQuest
a sacred interior journey
into the embodied wisdom
of the Sacred Feminine.
Made for women in their
mothering years..."

They live with simplicity and joy by the beach on

- Lhamo

the southern Gold Coast of Australia and Lhamo's
passion is that you know, from the inside out that
your wisdom and your divinity is always within
you.
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